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INTRODUCTION: 
UNDERSTANDING CHINESE MEDICINE 

AND ITS BENEFITS

Hello there! Imagine you're a superhero, and you have this super 

special power of healing. You can help yourself feel better whenever you're 

not feeling well, and you know exactly what to do. Guess what? You don't 

have to imagine because you really do have this power! It's called Chinese 

Medicine.

Now, you may be wondering, "What's Chinese Medicine?" Let me tell 

you a story. Long, long ago, before doctors could look inside our bodies with 

special machines, people in a faraway land called China learned how to stay 

healthy by watching nature. They noticed that our bodies are a lot like the 

world around us. Just like how we have blood flowing in our bodies, rivers 

flow across the earth. And just as the earth has different seasons, our bodies 

go through changes too. 

This is what Chinese Medicine is all about. It's like being a detective, 

figuring out the signs our bodies give us, and knowing what to do to feel 

our best. It's like having a secret code to understanding ourselves.

One of the best things about Chinese Medicine is that it doesn't just 

look at one part of us, like just our stomach if it's upset, or just our head if it 

hurts. It looks at our whole body. And not just our body, but also our feelings 

and our thoughts. It's like a big puzzle, and every piece is important. You 

see, Chinese Medicine believes that we're all different, and that's a good 

thing. What helps one person might not help another person as much. 

So, in Chinese Medicine, each person gets their own special care plan. 
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Now, you might have heard some things about Chinese Medicine 

that make you feel unsure. Some people think that Chinese Medicine 

always involves using parts of animals. While it's true that some people in 

China have used animal parts in the past, most Chinese Medicine today 

uses plants  leaves, roots, flowers, and seeds. And the best part? We can 

grow many of these plants in our own garden!

Chinese Medicine is like having a magical toolbox. Inside, you'll find 

amazing tools like acupuncture (which is like gentle tickles with tiny 

needles), yummy foods and herbs, and even special ways to breathe and 

move. 

So, why am I so passionate about Chinese Medicine? Let me share a 

bit of my own story. I'm Dr. Chloe, and when my son Remy was diagnosed 

with a rare genetic disorder, I found myself at a crossroads. I could either 

rely solely on conventional medicine, which had its limitations, or I could 

dig deeper. I chose the latter, and that's how Radical Roots was born.

I combined my expertise in Chinese Medicine with modern science to 

create a line of products that are as unique as they are effective. And guess 

what? They helped subdue some of Remy's severe symptoms. Now, I want 

to share this ancient wisdom with you, so you can unlock your own healing 

powers.

Whether you're dealing with stress, pain, or just want to understand 

yourself better, this guide is your first step. Ready to dive in?

-Dr. Chloe
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

Welcome to "Harmony & You: A Modern Guide to Ancient Chinese 

Medicine"! We're thrilled you're here, and we can't wait for you to unlock the 

ancient wisdom that has been helping people find balance for thousands 

of years.

HERE'S HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS GUIDE:

1. START WITH THE INTRODUCTION: If you haven't already, read the 

introduction to get a solid understanding of what Chinese Medicine is and 

why it's relevant to you.

2. TAKE THE QUIZ: Jump right into the quiz to discover your dominant 

Chinese element. Don't overthink it—your first instinct is usually the most 

accurate!

3. DIVE INTO YOUR ELEMENT: Once you know your element, head to that 

section to learn about its characteristics, signs of imbalance, and healing 

herbs. You'll also find soul nourishing tea recipes and lifestyle tips tailored 

just for you.

4. EXPLORE OTHER ELEMENTS Feel free to explore the sections for other 

elements as well. You might find additional insights that resonate with you

5. IMPLEMENT THE WISDOM The real magic happens when you start 

applying what you've learned. Try out the recipes, consider the herbs, and 

integrate the lifestyle tips into your daily routine.
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6. SHARE AND CONNECT: If you find this guide helpful, we'd love for you to 

share it with friends and family. After all, wisdom is best when shared!

So, are you ready to embark on this journey of self discovery and wellbeing? 

Let's dive in!
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Discover Your Element

"Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom." 
– Aristotle
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QUIZ: 

DISCOVER YOUR ELEMENT

Welcome to the most exciting part—discovering your dominant Chinese 

element! This quiz is designed to give you a glimpse into your unique 

constitution according to Chinese Medicine. Simply answer the following 

questions as honestly as you can, and tally up your scores to find out your 

element.

1. How would you describe your energy level?

    Always high (Fire)

    Steady and enduring (Earth)

    Fluctuates often (Wood)

    Reserved, conserve my energy (Water)

    Balanced, neither high nor low (Metal)

2. What's your goto comfort food?

    Spicy (Fire)

    Sweet and hearty (Earth)

    Sour (Wood)

    Salty (Water)

    Savory (Metal)

3. How do you handle stress?

    I become anxious or agitated (Fire)

    I seek comfort and stability (Earth)

    I get frustrated and irritable (Wood)

    I withdraw or become passive (Water)

    I become rigid and overly structured (Metal)
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4. What's your social style?

    Outgoing and love to be the center of attention (Fire)

    Nurturing and enjoy taking care of others (Earth)

    Competitive and enjoy challenges (Wood)

    Introverted and enjoy time alone (Water)

    Reserved but enjoy meaningful connections (Metal)

5. How do you approach problems?

    Headon with enthusiasm (Fire)

    Methodically and cautiously (Earth)

    Strategically, always planning ahead (Wood)

    Reflectively, taking my time (Water)

    Analytically, considering all details (Metal)

Scoring and Results:

Tally up the elements you chose the most. Your dominant element is the 

one that appears most frequently in your answers.
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Mostly Wood

Ah, the strategic Wood type! You're ambitious, driven, and 

you love a good challenge. Your ability to plan and execute 

is unmatched, but this can also make you prone to stress 

and irritability when things don't go your way. Head over to 

the Wood Element section to find out how to channel that 

boundless energy without getting tied up in knots.

Mostly Fire 

Ah, the Fire spirit! You're a radiant beacon of enthusiasm 

and passion. Your energy is infectious, drawing people 

toward you like moths to a flame. But with that intensity 

comes the risk of burning out or experiencing emotional 

highs and lows. In the Fire Element section, you'll discover 

herbs, recipes, and lifestyle tips to help you balance that 

fiery nature while keeping your spark alive.

Mostly Earth

Hello, Earth angel! You're the nurturer, the rock that people 

can always count on. Your caring nature makes you the 

goto person for advice and emotional support. However, 

your tendency to put others first can sometimes leave you 

feeling drained or unappreciated. The Earth Element 

section is filled with insights and tools to help you maintain 

your nurturing spirit while also taking care of yourself.

YOUR ELEMENT SPEAKS
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Mostly Water 

Welcome, deep diver! You're introspective, intuitive, and 

you have a knack for understanding the deeper layers of 

life and people. While your reflective nature is a gift, it can 

also lead to periods of withdrawal or indecisiveness. Dive 

into the Water Element section to discover how to balance 

your emotional depths with the flow of daily life

Mostly Metal

Greetings, Metal maestro! You're analytical, detail oriented, 

and you crave structure. Your ability to focus and get things 

done is admirable, but it can also make you rigid and 

resistant to change. The Metal Element section will provide 

you with the wisdom you need to maintain your structured 

approach while staying flexible when life throws you a 

curveball.
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THE WOOD ELEMENT:

YOUR GUIDE TO STRATEGIC LIVING

Ah, Wood types, you're the movers and shakers of the world! You're all 

about growth, expansion, and reaching for the sky—just like a tree. But 

even the mightiest oak can get twisted if it doesn't learn to bend with the 

wind. This section is designed to help you channel your boundless energy 

without getting tied up in knots.

CHARACTERISTICS

PERSONALITY: Ambitious, driven, and competitive.

STRENGTHS: Excellent planners, goal oriented, and natural leaders.

CHALLENGES: Prone to stress, irritability, and frustration when things don't 

go as planned.

SIGNS OF IMBALANCE

 Feeling overly stressed or anxious

 Quick to anger or irritability

 Physical symptoms like tension headaches or tight muscles

BALANCING HERBS

BUPLEURUM (CHAI HU): Known for its liversupporting properties, this herb 

helps balance the Wood element by smoothing the flow of Qi and reducing 

stress.
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DONG QUAI (DANG GUI): Often referred to as the "female ginseng," this 

herb helps to nourish the blood and balance emotions.

WHITE PEONY ROOT (BAI SHAO): This herb is excellent for relaxing muscle 

tension and calming the mind, making it a perfect fit for Wood types who 

may experience stress and irritability.
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SOUL NOURISHING TEA RECIPE:

WOODLAND HARMONY TEA

INGREDIENTS:

 1 teaspoon Bupleurum (Chai Hu)

 1 teaspoon Dong Quai (Dang Gui)

 1 teaspoon White Peony Root (Bai Shao)

 1 teaspoon Green Tea leaves

 1 slice of fresh ginger

 1 slice of lemon

 Honey or maple syrup to taste

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Bring 4 cups of water to a boil.

2. Add the Bupleurum, Dong Quai, and White Peony Root to the boiling 

water.

3. Lower the heat and let it simmer for about 10 minutes.

4. Add the Green Tea leaves and fresh ginger, and let it steep for an 

additional 35 minutes.

5. Strain the tea into your favorite mug.

6. Add a slice of lemon and sweeten with honey or maple syrup to taste.

7. Take a moment to inhale the aromatic steam before taking your first sip. 

Enjoy the harmonious blend of herbs designed to nourish your Wood 

element.
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LIFESTYLE TIPS

MORNING ROUTINE: Start your day with a 10 minute meditation to set your 

intentions.

PHYSICAL EXERCISE: Incorporate stretching or yoga to keep your body as 

flexible as your mind.

TIME MANAGEMENT: Use planners or apps to manage your tasks and avoid 

last minute stress.

RECOMMENDED CHINESE MEDICINE

 FROM DR. CHLOE’S RADICAL ROOTS HERBS

FLOW STATE: Hey, Wood types, we get it—you're the 

go-getters, the planners, the ones who want to 

conquer the world. But even a mighty oak needs to 

sway with the wind to avoid breaking. That's why we 

recommend Flow State for you. Based on the 

ancient Chinese formula 'Free and Easy Wanderer,' 

this supplement is designed to help you go with the 

flow—literally. It addresses the stagnation of energy 

that can happen when you're stressed, leading to all 

sorts of issues like irritability and digestive problems. 
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YOUR WOOD ELEMENT MANTRA:

"In every challenge, I find opportunity. In every 

setback, I find growth. I am flexible in my 

strength, allowing me to bend but not break. I am 

strong in my flexibility, giving me the resilience to 

rise again. My spirit is like the 

wood—ever-growing, ever-reaching, yet deeply 

rooted in my true self."
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THE FIRE ELEMENT: 

IGNITE YOUR INNER FLAME

Hey there, Fire types! You're the life of the party, the spark that lights up a 

room, and the warmth that draws people in. But even a fire needs tending 

to keep from burning out or going wild. This section is your guide to stoking 

your inner flame while keeping it under control.

CHARACTERISTICS:

PERSONALITY: Charismatic, enthusiastic, and social.

STRENGTHS: Great communicators, emotionally intelligent, and naturally 

optimistic.

CHALLENGES: Tendency to be impulsive, overly emotional, or scattered.

SIGNS OF IMBALANCE:

 Feeling emotionally drained or overly sensitive

 Quick mood swings or irritability

 Physical symptoms like palpitations or insomnia

BALANCING HERBS:

DAN SHEN (SALVIA ROOT): Known for its heart-supporting properties, this 

herb helps to calm the mind and improve circulation.

HAWTHORN BERRY (SHAN ZHA): A wonderful herb for the cardiovascular 

system, it also helps to digest emotional experiences.
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JUJUBE SEED (SUAN ZAO REN): Excellent for calming the mind and 

improving sleep quality, which is essential for the Fire element that can 

sometimes burn too brightly.
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SOUL NOURISHING TEA RECIPE

HEARTWARMING BLISS TEA

INGREDIENTS:

1 teaspoon Dan Shen (Salvia Root)

1 teaspoon Hawthorn Berry (Shan Zha)

1 teaspoon Jujube Seed (Suan Zao Ren)

1 teaspoon Rooibos or Red Tea leaves

1 cinnamon stick

1 slice of fresh orange

Honey or agave syrup to taste

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Bring 4 cups of water to a boil.

2. Add the Dan Shen, Hawthorn Berry, and Jujube Seed to the boiling 

water.

3. Lower the heat and let it simmer for about 10 minutes.

4. Add the Rooibos or Red Tea leaves and cinnamon stick, and let it 

steep for an additional 3-5 minutes.

5. Strain the tea into your favorite mug.

6. Add a slice of fresh orange and sweeten with honey or agave syrup to 

taste.

7. Take a moment to inhale the aromatic steam before taking your first 

sip. Enjoy the heartwarming blend designed to nourish your Fire 

element.
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LIFESTYLE TIPS

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS: Keep your social circle vibrant but don't 

overcommit.

Emotional Check Ins: Take a few minutes each day to check in with your 

feelings.

MINDFULNESS PRACTICES: Engage in mindfulness to keep your fiery 

emotions in check.

RECOMMENDED CHINESE MEDICINE

 FROM DR. CHLOE’S RADICAL ROOTS HERBS

REST + RELAX TONIC/ CAPSULES: Sail 

smoothly through life's waves with Rest + 

Relax, a blend that echoes the serene 

depths of the Water element. Crafted 

with the wisdom of ancient Chinese 

herbal traditions and the purity of 

biodynamic full-spectrum hemp, this 

formula is a lighthouse for those seeking 

inner peace amidst the storm. It's a "shen 

tonic," designed to soothe the spirit and 

calm the heart, much like the still waters 

that reflect the tranquil face of the moon. 
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YOUR FIRE ELEMENT MANTRA

"I am the spark that dances with life's vibrant 

energy. My laughter is a beacon, cutting through 

darkness with the brilliance of a thousand suns. 

Passion fuels my actions, and courage is the 

compass that guides my way. I am the warmth 

that comforts and the flame that inspires. In my 

embrace, you will find strength and the light of 

endless possibilities. My spirit is an eternal flame, 

igniting creativity and leading the way to 

transformation.."
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THE EARTH ELEMENT: 

YOUR GUIDE TO NURTURING AND BALANCE

Hello, Earth types! You're the rock everyone leans on, the nurturer, the 

caregiver. You're all about stability, balance, and harmony. But even the 

most fertile soil can become depleted. This section is designed to help you 

maintain your nurturing nature without draining your own resources.

CHARACTERISTICS:

PERSONALITY:: Compassionate, reliable, and supportive.

STRENGTHS: Excellent listeners, emotionally intelligent, and natural 

peacemakers.

CHALLENGES: Tendency to worry, overthink, and sometimes neglect 

selfcare.

SIGNS OF IMBALANCE:

 Feeling overly worried or anxious

 Emotional eating or digestive issues

 Physical symptoms like fatigue or muscle weakness

BALANCING HERBS:

ASTRAGALUS ROOT (HUANG QI): Known for its immune-boosting 

properties, this herb helps to strengthen the spleen, which is the organ 

associated with the Earth element.
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GINSENG (REN SHEN): A classic tonic for vitality and energy, Ginseng is 

excellent for balancing the Earth element by nourishing Qi.

LICORICE ROOT (GAN CAO): This herb harmonizes other herbs and 

supports the digestive system, making it a perfect fit for Earth types.
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SOUL NOURISHING TEA RECIPE

GROUNDING ELIXIR TEA

INGREDIENTS:

1 teaspoon Astragalus Root (Huang Qi)

1 teaspoon Ginseng (Ren Shen)

1 teaspoon Licorice Root (Gan Cao)

1 teaspoon Chamomile flowers

1 slice of fresh apple

1 teaspoon honey to taste

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Bring 4 cups of water to a boil.

2. Add the Astragalus Root, Ginseng, and Licorice Root to the boiling 

water.

3. Lower the heat and let it simmer for about 10 minutes.

4. Add the Chamomile flowers and let it steep for an additional 3-5 

minutes.

5. Strain the tea into your favorite mug.

6. Add a slice of fresh apple and sweeten with honey or coconut sugar 

to taste.

7. Take a moment to inhale the aromatic steam before taking your first 

sip. Enjoy this grounding blend designed to nourish your Earth 

element.
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LIFESTYLE TIPS

MINDFULNESS PRACTICE: Take 5 minutes each day to sit quietly and focus 

on your breath.

HEALTHY EATING: Pay attention to how different foods make you feel and 

adjust your diet accordingly.

BOUNDARIES: Learn to say no and protect your energy.

RECOMMENDED CHINESE MEDICINE

 FROM DR. CHLOE’S RADICAL ROOTS HERBS

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT: For the Earth 

individuals who are the embodiment of 

nurturing and stability, maintaining a 

balanced digestive system is key to your 

well-being. Middle Management is your ally, 

crafted with a symphony of herbs like 

Astragalus and Patchouli, rooted in ancient 

Chinese wisdom to fortify your gut health. 

With Middle Management, you're not just 

digesting food; you're absorbing life's 

nutrients more efficiently, combating the 

dampness that can weigh down your spirited 

Earth nature. 
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YOUR EARTH ELEMENT MANTRA

"am the fertile ground from which dreams grow. 

With each step, I tread a path of stability and 

abundance, nurturing the seeds of potential 

around me. My heart is a garden where 

compassion blooms, offering shelter and 

sustenance to all who seek rest. I embrace the 

cycles of giving and receiving, knowing that in the 

balance, true harmony is found. My words are a 

balm, healing rifts and building bridges, and my 

actions are the fruits of a deep inner wisdom. In 

the embrace of my Earth essence, I find the 

center of my gravity, the home within my soul."
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THE METAL ELEMENT: 

YOUR GUIDE TO STRUCTURE AND CLARITY

Hey there, Metal types! You're the epitome of structure, precision, and 

cleanliness. You love order and you're all about the details. But even the 

most polished metal can tarnish without proper care. This section is 

designed to help you maintain your luster while embracing life's 

imperfections.

CHARACTERISTICS:

 PERSONALITY: Detail Oriented, disciplined, and analytical.

 STRENGTHS: Excellent organizers, highly efficient, and value integrity.

 CHALLENGES: Can be overly critical, rigid, and emotionally distant.

 SIGNS OF IMBALANCE:

 Feeling disconnected or aloof

 Excessive focus on details, missing the bigger picture

 Physical symptoms like dry skin or respiratory issues

 BALANCING HERBS:

WHITE PEONY ROOT (BAI SHAO): This herb is excellent for nourishing the 

blood and calming the liver, bringing a sense of peace and relaxation.

CHRYSANTHEMUM FLOWER (JU HUA): Known for its cooling properties, 

this herb helps to clear the eyes and head, perfect for the Metal element 

that values clarity.
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Ginger (Sheng Jiang): A warming herb that helps to expel cold and 

dampness, often issues for Metal types who may suffer from respiratory 

issues.
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SOUL NOURISHING TEA RECIPE

CLARITY & CALM TEA

INGREDIENTS:

1 teaspoon White Peony Root 

1 teaspoon Chrysanthemum Flower 

1 teaspoon fresh Ginger (Sheng Jiang)

1 teaspoon Green Tea leaves

1 lemon slice

Honey or maple syrup to taste

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Bring 4 cups of water to a boil.

2. Add the White Peony Root, Chrysanthemum Flower, and fresh 

Ginger to the boiling water.

3. Lower the heat and let it simmer for about 10 minutes.

4. Add the Green Tea leaves and let it steep for an additional 3-5 

minutes.

5. Strain the tea into your favorite mug.

6. Add a slice of lemon and sweeten with honey or maple syrup to taste.

7. Take a moment to inhale the aromatic steam before taking your first 

sip. Enjoy this blend designed to bring clarity and calm to your Metal 

element.
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 LIFESTYLE TIPS

Mindful Breathing: Take a few minutes each day to focus on your breath.

Flexibility: Try to incorporate some flexibility in your routines.

Emotional Check In: Take time to connect with your emotions and those of 

others.

RECOMMENDED CHINESE MEDICINE

 FROM DR. CHLOE’S RADICAL ROOTS HERBS

REMY’S REVENGE: In the realm of Metal, 

where structure and clarity reign, Remy’s 

Revenge Tincture emerges as a beacon of 

balance and purity. This formula is a 

testament to Metal's affinity for quality and 

effectiveness, blending full-spectrum hemp 

with a curated selection of Chinese herbs 

that address the Metal element's 

vulnerability to "wind disorders" – the 

disruptions of flow and harmony within the 

body.
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 YOUR METAL ELEMENT MANTRA

"I am the embodiment of strength and clarity. 

With every breath, I inhale tranquility and exhale 

discord, aligning my inner world with the 

precision of the universe. My thoughts are as 

focused as a skilled artisan's hands, shaping my 

reality with intention and grace. I honor the 

golden leaves of change, embracing endings as 

gateways to new beginnings. My spirit is a 

well-forged blade, cutting through uncertainty 

with the sharpness of insight. In the stillness of 

my being, I find the treasure of wisdom, the pure 

essence of my Metal soul."
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THE WATER ELEMENT: 

YOUR GUIDE TO DEPTH AND INTUITION

Hello, Water types! You're the deep thinkers, the dreamers, and the 

philosophers of the world. You're all about intuition, wisdom, and going 

with the flow. But even the deepest waters can become stagnant without 

movement. This section is designed to help you keep your intuitive currents 

flowing freely.

 CHARACTERISTICS:

PERSONALITY: Intuitive, introspective, and wise.

STRENGTHS: Excellent problem solvers, emotionally intelligent, and highly 

adaptable.

CHALLENGES: Tendency to overthink, can be emotionally intense, and 

sometimes withdrawn.

 SIGNS OF IMBALANCE:

Feeling stuck or indecisive

Emotional overwhelm or apathy

Physical symptoms like water retention or urinary issues

BALANCING HERBS:

REHMANNIA ROOT (SHU DI HUANG): This herb is a kidney tonic, perfect for 

the Water element, which is associated with the kidneys.
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GOJI BERRIES (GOU QI ZI): Known for their antioxidant properties, these 

berries nourish the liver and kidneys.

CORDYCEPS (DONG CHONG XIA CAO): This unique fungus is excellent for 

boosting energy and supporting the lungs, another organ associated with 

the Water element.
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SOUL NOURISHING TEA RECIPE

MOONLIT SERENITY TEA

INGREDIENTS:

1 teaspoon Rehmannia Root (Shu Di Huang)

1 teaspoon Goji Berries (Gou Qi Zi)

1 teaspoon Cordycep Mushroom

1 teaspoon Lavender flowers

1 teaspoon Chamomile flowers

Honey or agave nectar to taste

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Bring 4 cups of water to a boil.

2. Add the Rehmannia Root, Goji Berries, and Cordyceps to the boiling 

water.

3. Lower the heat and let it simmer for about 10 minutes.

4. Add the Lavender and Chamomile flowers and let it steep for an 

additional 3-5 minutes.

5. Strain the tea into your favorite mug.

6. Sweeten with honey or agave nectar to taste.

7. Take a moment to inhale the aromatic steam before taking your first 

sip. Enjoy this blend designed to nourish your Water element and 

bring serenity to your soul.
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LIFESTYLE TIPS

MEDITATION: Take time each day to sit quietly and tune into your intuition.

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT: Incorporate some form of exercise to keep your 

energy flowing.

EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION: Don't bottle up your feelings; find healthy ways 

to express them.

RECOMMENDED CHINESE MEDICINE

 FROM DR. CHLOE’S RADICAL ROOTS HERBS

 

REVIVE TINCTURE/CAPSULES:  

Dive into vitality with Revive, a 

blend that mirrors the Water 

element's profound essence. Just 

as water flows tirelessly, this 

formula is crafted to replenish your 

inner reserves, offering a 

sustainable surge of energy akin to 

the steady current of a river. 

Infused with adaptogenic herbs 

like Siberian Ginseng and Radix 

Ginseng, it awakens your body's 

natural rhythms.

4
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 Your Water Element Mantra

"I am the depth of the ocean and the calm of a still 

lake. My wisdom runs as deep as the ancient 

waters, and my intuition ebbs and flows with the 

moon's pull. I adapt with grace, my movements as 

fluid as the tides. In my presence, you will find a 

sanctuary of peace and a well of reflective insight. 

My emotions are powerful currents, guiding me 

through life's cycles with resilience and foresight. I 

am the water that shapes stones, the stream that 

carves canyons, and the rain that nourishes 

growth."
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INTEGRATING WISDOM

 THE JOURNEY BEGINS:

Congratulations, you've made it to the end of this guide, but let's be 

real—your journey is just beginning. You've unlocked the ancient wisdom of 

Chinese Medicine, discovered your elemental type, and gained a treasure 

trove of personalized tips, herbs, and recipes. Now, it's time to put all this 

newfound knowledge into action.

 THE POWER OF CHOICE:

Remember, wellness isn't a one size fits all approach. It's a deeply personal 

journey that requires you to listen to your body, mind, and spirit. You have 

the power to choose what resonates with you and what doesn't. Don't be 

afraid to experiment and adjust as you go along. 

 THE RADICAL ROOTS DIFFERENCE:

At Radical Roots, we're not just about selling products; we're about 

empowering you to take control of your health. Our founder, Dr. Chloe 

Weber, started this journey with a mission to help her son Remy, and now 

she's extending that healing touch to you. Our products are crafted with 

love, rooted in ancient wisdom, and backed by modern science. They're not 

just supplements; they're your allies in this journey towards balance and 

wellbeing.
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YOUR COMMUNITY

You're not alone on this path. Join our community of like minded 

individuals who are all on their own unique wellness journeys. Share your 

stories, your challenges, and your triumphs. Let's grow together.

 YOUR NEXT STEPS:

START SMALL: Don't overwhelm yourself. Pick one or two tips or herbs from 

your elemental section and incorporate them into your daily routine.

STAY CONSISTENT: Consistency is key. Make these small changes a habit, 

and you'll start to see big results.

KEEP LEARNING: This guide is just the tip of the iceberg. Continue to 

educate yourself, whether it's through books, courses, or consultations with 

healthcare professionals.

 FINAL THOUGHTS:

Your wellness journey is a marathon, not a sprint. It's a lifelong commitment 

to yourself. So be patient, be kind to yourself, and most importantly, enjoy 

the journey. You've got this, and we've got your back.

To Wellness and Beyond,

Dr. Chloe 
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